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PART 33 – THE FILÓS-HINES TREATY AND A REASSESSMENT OF THE VALUE OF THE 

CANAL TO THE US 1945-49 

 

INTRODUCTION 

From its opening it was an accepted axiom that the Canal was essential to the national 

security of the US.  This was particularly because of the ability it provided for the US Navy 

to concentrate a fleet in either the Pacific or Atlantic to counter any threat.  This ability 

also eliminated the need for a costly two-ocean fleet and, for an instinctively isolationist 

state, the need of entanglement in alliance with any foreign power to guarantee 

protection. 

 

The 1903 Treaty recognised US control of the Canal in perpetuity and provided the US with 

extensive rights in and over Panama, which became a protectorate – a status it retained 

until the 1936 Treaty.  US rights included that of being able to obtain, for the purposes of 

the operations or defence of the Canal, additional territory outside the Canal Zone. 

 

In addition, the US authorities exercised supervision over Panamanian railways, roads, 

radio communications and civil aviation, and maintained a close watch on British, German 



and Japanese activities in the Panama (and during the 1930s and the lead-up to World 

War 2, as explained elsewhere, of German and Japanese activities in neighbouring states 

in the region). 

 

With the outbreak of war in Europe, expansion of the military and naval defences of the 

Canal was planned or undertaken.  The Third Locks Project was begun and the Army and 

its Air Corps sought and obtained additional sites throughout the Republic. 

 

However, as explained elsewhere, during the war itself Panama became something of a 

backwater1, and the Two-Ocean Act on 1940 was to create a massive navy and removed 

one of the main reasons for the importance of the Canal to the national security of the US. 

 

In the immediate postwar period the changes engendered by the war led to a reappraisal 

of the role and value of the Canal.  In addition, increasing nationalistic hostility in Panama 

to the presence and overreach of the US (notwithstanding the attempt from 1936 to forge 

a new relationship, being more of a partnership), with numerous instances of unrest from 

the late 1940s through into the 1960s, and culminating in the rioting in 1964, when a 

number of people, including Panamanian students, were killed2. 

 

The US also sought to obtain a contribution from Panama towards the cost of the defence 

of the Canal3.  Protracted negotiations were to lead to an agreement for leases on a 

number of defence sites (including airfields) outside the Canal Zone, but that collapsed.  

This failure strengthened the view of those policymakers who considered that the cost of 

retaining the Canal outweighed its value. 

 

 
1  A view echoed by Secretary of War Henry L Stimson in 1945 (not knowing of the Japanese abortive plans 
for its submarine-based attack): Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by 
John Major (Journal of Strategic Studies), 2008. 
2  And to this day, marked by a solemn national holiday, Day of the Martyrs, in January each year. 
3  Perhaps this was somewhat ironic, given on e of the main causes of the US War of Independence was the 
British Government’s insistence on American contribution to the cost of defending the American colonies. 



There was also a need to modernise the Canal to keep it fit for purpose, in addition to 

installing new and expensive defences to defend it, and this in an era where ballistic 

missiles and weapons of mass destruction might render such defences useless. 

 

It was even reported that President Truman even proposed handing over responsibility for 

the Canal to the new United Nations. 

 

 

POSTWAR DEFENCE PLANNING 

Despite its relatively uneventful war, postwar planning for the defence of the Canal got 

underway even before the war itself had ended.  In March 1945, the Plans and Operations 

Division of the War Department asked General Brett, commanding general in Panama, to 

draw up a long-term plan for its defence in depth, including a list of the bases needed to 

implement it.  

 

As in 1940-41, the prime threat was seen as being from a carrier-based attack4.  As before, 

the need was seen for a layered defence, based on air defences, with bombers whose task 

was to destroy enemy planes before take-off, while fighters and anti-aircraft artillery 

would act as the inner screen round the Canal locks and the spillway which enclosed the 

Canal's principal water supply in Gatun Lake. 

 

General Brett’s plan called for a number of airbases throughout Panama, as well as on the 

Galapagos Islands and in Nicaragua and Peru5.  He envisaged 99-year leases with a 20-year 

continuous renewal option.  30 sites, in addition to those obtained under the wartime 

agreement (of which most were to be retained), were also identified as necessary. 

 

 
4  This was, of course, highly theoretical, as the only other country with a sizeable carrier force was Britain, a 
close ally.  The USSR, still then an ally and even if envisaged as a potential enemy, did not have a carrier 
fleet, and would not have any significant carrier forces until (as Russia) into the 21st Century. 
5  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008. 



Already, in October 1944, General Brett had insisted that any postwar agreement on civil 

aviation must provide for the US continuing to have exclusive authority over a 200-mile 

“defended zone”, which would completely encompass the Republic6. 

 

As already mentioned, General Brett’s plans would be overtaken or overshadowed in due 

course by the advent of nuclear weapons.  Meanwhile, the reaction of the people and 

(eventually) the National Assembly of Panama meant that the planned retention of some 

or all, never mind additional, US bases outside the Canal Zone fell through.  Consequently, 

with the rejection of the Filós-Hines Agreement, all US defence sites outside the Canal 

Zone had been vacated by 19487. 

 

The commander of the Sixth Air Force was to point out that the “atom bomb”, together 

with jet propulsion and the guided missile, had enormously increased the problems of air 

defence.  Consequently, the area that had to be defended was now much wider and the 

attacking force would be more difficult to detect since it need not be anything like as large 

as one carrying conventional weapons8.   

 

The immediate postwar planning debate came to focus on 2 things – 

• A sea-level canal (like that at Suez), instead of one with locks, which was seen as 

preferable and having a better ability to withstand an attack (lacking the 

vulnerable locks and their supporting framework); and 

• Protection of the Canal from a nuclear strike9 (and/or its ability to withstand or 

recover from one). 

 

Prior to World War 2, the US Navy had insisted that even its biggest battleships had to be 

able to transit the Canal, thus limited their maximum beam.  However, wartime 

 
6  Ibid. 
7  https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/rechazo-convenio-filos-hines/  
8  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008. 
9  Ibid. 

https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/rechazo-convenio-filos-hines/


experience led to defence against torpedo attack taking precedence, with protective 

blisters on large warships being adopted.  In addition, the new larger Midway Class 

aircraft carriers, vital for the war in the Pacific, had a superstructure so wide10 that these 

vessels could not use the Canal’s locks11. 

Even if the vastly expensive option of expanding the locks had been taken up, it is unlikely 

that they even then could have coped with the even larger, super-carriers that evolved in 

the late 1950s12. 

 

In December 1945, the Governor of the Canal Zone, Joseph C. Mehaffey13, was authorised 

by the US Congress to report on how best the Canal could be adapted to meet the needs 

of merchant shipping and national defence, and to report his conclusions by December 

I94714. 

 

In May 1946, another, separate study was initiated by the US Navy and headed by a 

Captain Miles P DuVal, who had himself published an important book on the Canal, and 

had made proposals for improvements15.  He was opposed to a sea-level canal and 

clashed with Mehaffy, who was committed to that idea. 

 

Nevertheless, and despite differing views within the various departments of the Navy, 

underlying all views was the tacit assumption that the Canal was still a vital element in US 

defence policy16. 

 

 
10  At 136 feet.  The Canal locks at the time were 110 feet wide. 
11  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008 
12  Plans envisaged enlarged locks of 140- or 154-feet width. 
13  Like all Governors, he was a US Army Corps of Engineers officer, 
14  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008 
15  He had proposed in 1943, a major improvement in its facilities by the creation of a summit-level 
anchorage in Miraflores Lake close to the Pacific terminal, in order to remove the bottleneck of the Pedro 
Miguel locks. 
16  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008 



Meanwhile, in October 1945, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had revised a wartime study from 

1942 which had envisaged a worldwide network of airbases.  These were seen as of use 

for US national interests, and in their use by the US as one of the “4 policemen” of the 

new world order17.  The Canal Zone was included in the list of such bases18.  The global air 

bases plan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was completed in May 1946, and this identified 

Panama as one of 6 such bases labelled as essential (though not of “outstanding 

importance”).19 

 

In the Canal Zone itself, General Breet had been replaced by General Crittenberger, who 

revised the plans for defences, including a call for a doubling in the size of the airbase at 

Rio Hato (outside the Canal Zone) and seeking permanent possession of several sites 

(including Rio Hato) outside the Canal Zone.  However, such plans were untenable, as the 

reductions in troop numbers, which had been falling since the middle of the war, 

continued to fall as demobilisation gained momentum.  Furthermore, in January 1946, the 

new Army Chief of Staff, General Eisenhower, informed General MacArthur in Japan that, 

to make occupation forces available20 garrisons in the likes of Panama were being “cut to 

the bone”21. 

 

1946: THE FINALISED PLAN FOR DEFENCE OF THE CANAL 

In July 1946, the long-term plan for Canal defence was also revised and approved by the 

State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee.  This envisaged defence of the Canal as part of 

the framework of hemisphere defence in the sense that the bases for its protection could 

 
17  That is, the US, UK, USSR and China, which would be permanent members of the UN security Council and, 
it was imagined, responsible for enforcing its edicts. 
18  Something like the plan was to come about during the 1950s and 1960s as the US used NATO and other 
allied countries’ territories to base its nuclear strike force (aircraft and missiles) to counter the perceived 
Soviet threat. 
19  Greenland, Iceland and the Azores were “of outstanding importance”), the others were Casablanca or the 
Canary Islands, the Galapagos Islands and Panama. 
20  In Austria, Germany, Japan and southern Korea (not yet South Korea, this being prior to the 1950-53 
Korean War). 
21  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008 



be offered by Panama, with American agreement, and 'as Panama's share of a defence 

system established by the Act of Chapultepec22'.23  However, it should be noted that, at 

the time, the treaty envisaged by the Act of Chapultepec had not been written, and would 

not be until 194724. 

 

The plan approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff was based on the assumption of a long-

range attack on the Canal in 3 to 5 years, and which would neutralise the Canal.  This 

assumption led to some urgency, and it was proposed that negotiations with Panama 

should proceeds on the basis of the 1942 Agreement as a precedent.  The Army asserted 

that it would need numerous radar station sites, as well as air bases at Rio Hato (for 

bombers) and Chame (for fighters).  General Crittenberger had calculated that the annual 

cost of implementing the plan would be $11 million, with improvements to bases and 

installation would be in excess of $100 million. 

 

Given the urgency engendered by the approved plan, and the apparent lack of urgency 

displayed by the State Department, Ambassador Hines decided to initiate matters on his 

own behalf.  The immediate response he received was that Panama was not in favour of 

long leases, and that any future leases should be short-term ones. 

 

One reason for State Department caution was the belief that to insist on longer-term 

leases could fall the existing administration in Panama to fall, triggering dangerous 

political instability25. 

 

 
22  The Act of Chapultepec (more properly the Inter-American Conference on Problems of War and Peace) 
had been adopted by 20 states following a conference at the town of that name in Mexico in 
February/March 1945.  They had resolved to undertake joint action in repelling any aggression against an 
American state. This was formalised by the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance (aka the Rio 
Treaty of 1947)  
23  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008. 
24  Ibid. 
25  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008 



By December 1946, the War Department had indicated that, if need be, it would consider 

withdrawal from all sites in the Republic, except for Rio Hato and the chemical warfare 

establishment on San José (about which see the separate chapter).  Meanwhile, General 

Crittenberger said that such a withdrawal would expose the Canal to a “devastating” 

attack, and even the State Department considered that it would weaken the entire inter-

American defence arrangements and the US political position in Latin America. 

 

In view of advice that he received (see below), the US Secretary of State suggested to 

Panama that any bases in the Republic should be held on the basis of “joint trusteeship”, 

as envisaged under the 1936 Treaty.  However, General Crittenberger totally opposed this 

idea. 

 

Eventually the July 1946 plan was torpedoed by the fact that the additional funds required 

would not be available, with any funding that was available would be used in the policy of 

containment of the USSR in Europe (as explained further below). 

 

By the end of 1947, the attitude of the then Secretary of State George Marshall appeared 

to have changed.  One reason was the concern that any dispute with Panama would affect 

negotiations with Denmark over the far more important bases the US needed in 

Greenland, seen as vital for the long-range air defence of the US, as well air 

communications with Western Europe26. 

 

The military authorities27 appeared to accept Marshall’s view.  The new US Air Force28 said 

it would accept a short-term lease arrangement for Rio Hato and, on 5 December, the 

Panama Cabinet accepted plans for a renewable 10-year lease.  However, even this was 

too much for the Panamanian foreign minister, who resigned in protest.   

 
26  Ibid. 
27  On 18 September 1947, the War Department was dissolved, with the Departments of the Army and of the 
Air Force created.  These joined the existing Department of the Navy, all 3 being part of new joint National 
Military Establishment which, in 1949, became the Department of Defense. 
28  Created in 1947, in place of the former US Army Air Force. 



 

Having said that it wanted to keep all the sites, the Army, without giving the State 

Department either time or opportunity to drive a bargain, the War Department 

announced in Washington on 2 September 1946, that it was handing back to Panama 65 

of the defence sites covering more than 10,000 acres, and that defence sites rentals of 

$975,587 had been paid up to 10 June 1945.  This announcement came on the same day 

that the Panama National Assembly voted unanimously to demand that the US evacuate 

all defence sites immediately, and on the following day the President announced that 

occupation of future defence sites would not even be discussed until all had been 

returned29.   

 

PANAMANIAN REACTION TO ARMY PLANS 

As mentioned, the reaction of the Panamanian Government and people to any continued, 

not to mention any expanded, occupation of parts of the Republic was likely to be 

negative.  Indeed, the US Embassy in Panama had advised that it would be difficult to 

persuade Panama to grant the absolute control of the 200-mile “defended zone” airspace 

in peacetime.  It also warned of serious difficulties if the Army insisted on acquired 

territory in the Republic in perpetuity30. 

 

As we have seen elsewhere, the 1936 Treaty had seen the US give up its right to take over 

such territory as it thought necessary for the Canal and its defence.  Despite the removal 

of Arias Madrid, negotiations which had resulted in the May 1942 bases agreement had 

taken 18 months to conclude.  The Fabregas-Wilson Convention allowed for the granting 

of rights over 134 sites in the Republic for the defence of the Canal during the war, and to 

be evacuated 1 year after the definitive peace treaty had effect and not just after a cease-

fire31. 

 
29  https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp  
30  Ibid. 
31  The Untold Story Of Panama by Earl Harding (Athene Press Inc), 1959: 
https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp 

https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp
https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp


 

As mentioned earlier, some of the defence sites acquired for wartime defence were small 

areas for observation towers, searchlight or gun emplacements, while others were 

outlying uninhabited islands; some were broad pastures or cleared jungle made into 

landing fields.  The 1942 agreement stipulated that "The Republic of Panama retains its 

sovereignty over the areas" and that all buildings "shall become the property of the 

Republic of Panama upon the termination of their use by the United States".   

 

The Chargé d’Affairs at the US Embassy said that a demand for permanent bases would 

bring the Panamanian Government down, and that it would be better to try for an 

arrangement more politically acceptable to Panama, such as in the 1942 Agreement, or 

for 99-year leases on the sites.   

 

In early December 1946, Panama had threatened to address the UN General Assembly 

and tell it that US troops were occupying bases in Panama against that country’s will.  

When informed, President Truman had asked his chief of staff, Admiral Leahy why the US 

did not get out of Panama “gracefully, before we get kicked out?”.  Then on 9 December, 

Truman ordered his Secretary of State, James F Byrnes, to tell Panama that US troops 

would “get out of Panama immediately” (note – the Republic, there being no intention to 

quit the Canal Zone). 

 

However, Byrnes did not follow Truman’s orders. He did accept advice that there were, in 

fact, no airfields in Panama suitable either for modern heavy bombers or jet fighters. 

Interestingly, despite nationalist fervour, Provisional President Jimenez32 told a State 

Department representative that Panama would like to retain the Army bases for economic 

reasons, and that if US troops were confined to the Canal Zone then Panamanian 

merchants would complain bitterly at the loss of business. 

 

 
32  See the separate Annex on the process and unrest that led to the 1946 Constitution. 



In July 1947, a dispute arose between Egypt and Britain over the Suez Canal.  Egypt 

complained to the UN that British troops were stationed on its territory against its will, 

and when the issue came before the UN Security Council in August the Egyptians claimed 

that the restrictions placed on their sovereignty by the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936 had 

not been intended to continue after the end of World War 2, the contingency for which 

the treaty had been drafted.  The parallels with the situation in Panama were obvious33. 

 

 

In December 1947, the US Ambassador Hines and the Panamanian Foreign Minister Filós 

signed an agreement that would have allowed the US to retain a number of its sites34, 

leased for a further 10 years.  A joint statement of the 2 governments on 12 September 

had announced that defence sites problems would be resolved by "friendly 

negotiations”35.  On 9 December, the previous Foreign Minister had resigned in protest 

 
33  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008 
34  Taboga and Taboguilla Islands, Jaqué, Rio Hato, San Blas Islands, Las Margaritas, Pocrí, Isla del Rey, Isla 
Grande, Punta Mala, San José and Salud: https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/rechazo-convenio-filos-
hines/  
35  https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp  

https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/rechazo-convenio-filos-hines/
https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/rechazo-convenio-filos-hines/
https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp


against his government's agreeing to consider extending the leases on 13 bases, the most 

important ones, which were then occupied by the US. President Jiménez then convened an 

extraordinary session of the National Assembly to discuss and presumably ratify the 

agreement. 

 

However, as we shall see, the US attempts to obtain an agreement came to nought, and 

the Filós-Hines Agreement that had been negotiated was rejected36.  The National 

Assembly (admittedly pressured by an angry mob) rejected the proposals – and all US 

bases outside the Canal Zone would be vacated.  Protestors, including students, had 

assembled and marched through Panama City expressing opposition to the agreement, 

with tear gas and bullets eventually being employed against them by the National Police.  

The protest continued whilst the Assembly continued to meet and, 12 days the agreement 

had been signed, on 22 December 1947, the National Assembly rejected the draft 

agreement, and a day later the evacuation of the sites involved began.  All permanent US 

forces at sites outside the Canal Zone were withdrawn, and all those sites returned to 

Panama. 

 

The commanding general, General Crittenberger, singled out Panamanian communists for 

the events that led to rejection of the Treaty.  The new US Ambassador, Monnett B Davis, 

said that he thought the US proposal to reduce the number of “essential” bases from 36 

to 13 had undermined the US contention that the bases involved were vital for the 

defence of the Canal and had weakened Panamanian confidence in the legitimacy of the 

statement that there was a need for the bases37. 

 

The former Panamanian foreign minister and the chairman of the US Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee both blamed the State Department, with the latter saying that he 

 
36  Ricardo J Alfaro, who had been principal negotiator of the 1936 Treaty which had abrogated the US right 
to land in Panama, had previously been foreign minister, but had resigned in protest over the terms of the 
draft agreement. 
37  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008 



was at a loss to understand why the Department had placed itself in the position of 

pushing an agreement to be totally dismissed by the Panamanian National Assembly.  He 

also contended that it was a blow to pan-American solidarity when one of the smallest 

members of 'the family' of American republics refused to grant facilities for hemisphere 

protection38. 

 

Meanwhile, the protests and disquiet involving the bases plan and the Filós-Hines Treaty 

contributed to the political unrest in violence in Panama in the 1940s, and which are 

touched upon in the Annex concerned with the 1946 Constitution. 

 

 

 

 

NAVY PLANS FOR THE CANAL 

In November 1946, the Navy referred the question of the size of the locks, and any 

expansion, to the advisory General Board39.  The General Board effectively ended the idea 

of a sea-level canal, which concept had been undermined anyway by studies that showed 

that the effects of a nuclear explosion on even a sea-level canal, particularly in terms of 

continuing fallout contamination, offered no real advantage over the existing canal system 

which, once modernised, would suit the requirements of the Navy perfectly well40.41 

 

Disregarding the ideas of Captain Miles P DuVal (see above), the Secretary of the Navy 

announced that he would prefer locks with a width of 200-feet, being big enough to 

 
38  Ibid. 
39  Abolished in 1951, the General Board was an advisory body originally established in 1900, and composed 
of senior admirals who, without operational responsibilities and nearing the end of their careers, were relied 
on to provide expert, but dispassionate advice. 
40  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008 
41  The 1947 Mehaffey report gave an example of the Canal being closed to traffic for 4 years from the attack 
of 2 A-bombs of 20 KT (as used on Nagasaki), whereas a similar attack on a sea-level canal would effect 
closure for not more than 1 month after mobilisation of the necessary equipment and personnel to effect 
repairs. 



accommodate even the largest ships being contemplated.  If, however, the necessary 

costs were found to be exorbitant, then the Navy would have to be content with the 

existing system.  No mention was made by him of the sea-level concept, which then 

appeared to have been totally dismissed42. 

 

However, only 4 days later the preliminary report of the advisory committee formed in 

October 1946 said that a sea-level canal would be a less attractive target for an enemy, 

was inherently more secure, required less equipment and would be easier to defend. 

 

The sea-level concept was further boosted in the following months as it became clear that 

the required additional funds would not be available for defences of the Canal (which had 

been considered necessary if the existing lock system Canal was to remain in use)43.  

Furthermore, the containment of the USSR in Europe and the Mediterranean meant that 

the lion’s share of any available funds would, of necessity, be spent there. 

 

In June 1947, the report from Governor Mehaffey was received.  He opted unequivocally 

for a sea-level canal (despite it being the most expensive option44).  Mehaffey said that it 

offered the necessary security and that America's strategic plans must be based on “a 

dependable canal during war”45. 

 

One of Mehaffey’s points was, to avoid another Pearl Harbor, the Navy should be both 

widely dispersed, yet able to concentrate quickly, and he opined that the Canal would 

 
42  Ibid. 
43  As the Republicans controlled both houses of Congress and were opposed to Truman’s spending plans.  In 
September 1947, Secretary of State George Marshall told Provisional President Jiminez that an economy-
minded US Congress would not grant funds for short leases, although he seemed to change his mind shortly 
afterwards. 
44  $2.483 billion – compared to $2.308 for modernised lock canal and $1.632 billion for DuVal’s Pacific lake 
concept. 
45  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008 



facilitate this.  He contended that the creation of a two-ocean navy had not removed the 

need for the Canal in Naval planning. 

 

The Navy referred the Mehaffey report to its General Board, and posed 3 preliminary 

questions – 

1. How vital is the Canal to the US in a war with the USSR46? 

2. How liable is the Canal to attack in the event of war? 

3. On the basis of answers to the above questions, how much is 

considerably0increased resistance to long-term closure worth to the US in dollars? 

 

The General Board hearings took place in September 1947.  Views expressed included that 

the Soviet Navy was insignificant in comparison to the US Navy, rounding Cape Horn was 

not the formidable task it once was, and the money required for the sea-level canal 

project would be better spent on missile research and development47.  Doubts were also 

raised as to claims for a sea-level canal’s ability to survive or recover from an A-bomb 

attack48.  However, the majority of admirals giving evidence favoured the sea-level canal 

concept, with one point being made that the USSR would likely prefer to target US ports 

and leave the Canal to wither on the vine.49 

 

It was pointed out that, regardless of the requirements of naval warships, the Canal 

remained crucial as a link in US supply lines, and one admiral predicted that in a future 

 
46  Referred to as “Russia” in the referral. 
47  This latter view was not surprising, as having put forward by Rear Admiral Dan V. Gallery, head of the 
Navy's missile programme. 
48  Incidentally, at the time the USSR was busy adapting interned US B-29 bombers, reverse-engineering 
them to become its Tupolev Tu 4 “Bull”, which was only introduced in 1949 and would remain its standard 
long-range bomber into at least late-1950s.  Whether it could have mounted an attack on the Canal from 
Soviet bases in Europe, given the distances involves, may be open to doubt, although (as with concerns over 
German plans pre-war), any operation could have been mounted from another, closer country.  Indeed, one 
admiral told the General Board that, pending Soviet acquisition of the A-Bomb and the means to deliver it, 
the current threats against the Canal were estimated to be 'from missiles fired from submarines 
approaching by stealth or from a surreptitious air attack from South America”. 
49  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008 



war fought in the Atlantic and Mediterranean, as much shipping would flow through the 

canal as had done in World War 2.  This, of course, meant that any closure, albeit 

temporary, would be crucial, and given that, one witness said that it would be best to 

have logistics plans predicated on there being no Canal at all. 

 

On 26 September, the General Board reported its findings, and these were soon accepted 

and endorsed by a committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in comments on the Mehaffey 

report.  It said that “At some unpredictable future time”, missiles with nuclear warheads 

would be developed, “at which time the strategic importance of an isthmian canal will 

diminish, but that meanwhile the Canal remained essential, to provide the Navy with 

more flexibility and to handle the industrial goods passing from coast to coast within the 

US50. 51 

 

Of course, if a new sea-level canal was built this would need the original 1903 Treaty to be 

renegotiated (given the experience of negotiations just of existing and future bases this 

was not necessarily an enviable proposition), and would result in the likely destruction of 

both the existing Canal and the trans-isthmus railway in the process. 

 

The rejection of the Filós-Hines Agreement for US bases outside the Canal Zone, and the 

subsequent withdrawal of US forces from sites in the Republic, also meant the end of the 

plans for a sea-level canal.  This was despite the War Department having asserted that a 

sea-level canal would not need the defence sites outside the Canal Zone. 

 

It appeared accepted that, as suggested above, since Panama had raised so many 

difficulties over the bases in the Republic, was there any reason to suppose it would not 

 
50  It was noted that the alternative to a sea-level canal, that of expanding the capacity of the US 
transcontinental railways would be 2 or 3 times more expensive. 
51  Wasting Asset: The U.S. Re-Assessment of the Panama Canal, 1945-1949 by John Major (Journal of 
Strategic Studies), 2008 



be at least as exacting in the negotiations which must accompany the modification of the 

existing waterway or the building of a new one? 

 

In March 1949, the Joint Chiefs of Staff planners revised their 1948 paper, saying that that 

the restrictions imposed by narrow lock dimensions were no longer enough to justify large 

appropriations for widening, and that the cost of any modernisation programme was likely 

to be high. 

 

In May 1949, a State Department diplomat, William Tapley Bennet Jr, reviewed the issue 

of a possible new treaty to facilitate a sea-level canal, with pessimistic conclusions.  With 

any project requiring even greater access to territory in Panama, he concluded that it was 

“extremely unlikely that we would be able to obtain in any new area rights and privileges 

of the scope that we now enjoy in the Canal Zone”. 

 

Even Captain DuVal conceded in June 1949 that the security of the US did not depend on 

an impregnable trans-isthmian canal; on the contrary, the security of the Canal hinged on 

US military and industrial might. 

 

AFTERWARDS 

Despite the Army’s earlier positions, following the withdrawal from the bases outside the 

Canal Zone, it appeared that, in fact, the military establishment was far from displeased by 

the turn of events.  The Department of the Army was reported to feel “no dissatisfaction 

over the evacuation”, and the Army's Plans and Operations Division stated that the US Air 

Force was interested only in acquiring certain sites for radar stations, the right (at no cost) 

to use Rio Hato for transit and technical stops, and the right to keep small bodies of troops 

there and elsewhere - all considerably less than had been demanded in the 1947 

negotiations52. 

 

 
52  Ibid. 



In February 1948, the Secretary of the Army told Secretary of State Marshall that the 

rejection of the agreement was “probably a blessing in disguise”, and that the defence of 

the Zone was better done using advance bases (such as on the Galapagos Islands53) and in 

South America, and that the air defences of the Zone was effectively moving into the 

Caribbean. 

 

In Summer 1948, planners at the Joint Chiefs of Staff opined that, if bases were needed in 

an emergency, they could be obtained without much difficulty and, though long-term 

rights were desirable, there was no need to press for them at the present time.  The fact 

that these comments could be written at the same time as the Soviet blockade of West 

Berlin is said to be a measure of US confidence over Canal security in spite of the lack of 

bases in Panama. 

In another echo of pre-war concerns, the planners did recommend that searches of all 

Russian and East European merchant ships passing through the Canal would be necessary, 

to guard against the possibility of sabotage of the locks. 

 

In October 1948, the new President Diaz suggested that he would welcome a deal for US 

bases in the Republic in order to help the economy54, as it was in some difficulty, in part 

because of the withdrawals.  However, the Secretary of the Army indicated indifference 

when he referred the question back to the State Department.  By then, Panama had even 

been dropped from the latest version of the global airbases plan.  The new Department of 

Defense returned a similarly non-committal response in the following year, and the State 

Department concluded that there was no point in pursuing the matter.   

 

An article in the New York Times in March 1949 reported that for the Navy, the main 

importance of the Canal was now logistic, and that “the strategic accent today must be on 

 
53  Though this location was also to be lost to the US forces. 
54  In January 1948, a former editor of the Panama American, had written that the Panamanians had “killed 
the goose that has laid the only golden eggs dropped on the Isthmus in half a century bitten their economic 
nose off to vent their spite against the Gringos”. 



the Antilles and the Eastern Caribbean, rather than on Panama and the Western 

Caribbean”.  As for the Army, it was said that it saw Panama largely as “a good listening 

post and intelligence centre for much of Latin America”, and claimed that it did not greatly 

feel the loss of the Panama bases55. 

 

It has been said that the years 1945 to 1949 marked a decisive transitional phase in the 

history of the Panama Canal.  Up to World War 2, the Canal had been the fulcrum of a US 

strategy and America’s 2 chief areas of concern had been Latin America and the Pacific.  

The war and its aftermath had seen a shift in the centre of gravity of US strategy, towards 

to Europe and the seas around it, firstly to check the Germans and then to counter the 

new threat from the USSR and the inability of Britain and France to counteract it 

unaided56.  

 

At the same time, technological developments had overtaken the Canal and reduced its 

value.  The Navy’s carriers, too large to transit, long-range missiles and nuclear weapons 

all played their part. 

 

The challenge of Panamanian nationalism, as well as the trend to decolonisation (which 

the US had itself encouraged, at least in the case of British and French possessions), also 

played a part.  Despite having withdrawn from the bases in the Republic, the presence of 

the Canal Zone, operating as a de facto US “colony” remained a trigger for continuing 

unrest and protests that continued at least until the Torrijos-Carter Treaties in 197757 that 

provided for the transfer of the Canal to Panama and the final and total withdrawal of US 

forces from Panama. 
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Not only the mere presence of the Canal, but also the attitude of the Zonians themselves 

(with the discrimination that continued to be the rule) contributed to the tensions, as did 

the general ferment, often left-wing, throughout Latin America from the 1950s (albeit 

often resulted from right-wing governments backed, for reasons of the Cold War, by the 

US). 

 


